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Thermally Induced Mechanical
Response of Metal Foam During
Laser Forming
To date, metal foam products have rarely made it past the prototype stage. The reason is
that few methods exist to manufacture metal foam into the shapes required in engineering
applications. Laser forming is currently the only method with a high geometrical flexibility that is able to shape arbitrarily sized parts. However, the process is still poorly understood when used on metal foam, and many issues regarding the foam’s mechanical
response have not yet been addressed. In this study, the mechanical behavior of metal
foam during laser forming was characterized by measuring its strain response via digital
image correlation (DIC). The resulting data were used to verify whether the temperature
gradient mechanism (TGM), well established in solid sheet metal forming, is valid for
metal foam, as has always been assumed without experimental proof. Additionally, the
behavior of metal foam at large bending angles was studied, and the impact of laserinduced imperfections on its mechanical performance was investigated. The mechanical
response was numerically simulated using models with different levels of geometrical
approximation. It was shown that bending is primarily caused by compression-induced
shortening, achieved via cell crushing near the laser irradiated surface. Since this mechanism differs from the traditional TGM, where bending is caused by plastic compressive
strains near the laser irradiated surface, a modified temperature gradient mechanism
(MTGM) was proposed. The densification occurring in MTGM locally alters the material
properties of the metal foam, limiting the maximum achievable bending angle, without
significantly impacting its mechanical performance. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4038995]
Keywords: laser forming, metal foam, mechanical response, digital image correlation,
bending mechanism

Introduction

Since its introduction in the first half of the 20th century, metal
foam has been the subject of countless research studies. Many
researchers have demonstrated the great potential of the material
due to its high strength-to-weight ratio and its outstanding noise
and shock absorption capacity [1,2]. Its material properties have
been studied in great detail [3,4], and numerous potential industrial applications have been identified [5,6].
Despite all these efforts, metal foam products have rarely made
it past the prototype stage. The reason is that industrial applications often call for intricately shaped parts that are challenging to
manufacture. Near-net-shape manufacturing methods for metal
foam do exist, such as three-dimensional printing [7], as well as a
powder metallurgy process [8]. The former, however, is a notoriously slow process, limited to small production volumes and part
sizes. The latter, in turn, requires molds, limiting it to large production volumes and moderately sized parts.
Metal foam is normally manufactured in generic shapes, such
as slabs or sheets, and subsequently bent to the required shape.
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This approach is less costly, can be implemented on a much larger
scale, and yields a more uniform density distribution. The challenge associated with this method is that metal foam is prohibitively difficult to bend due to the foam’s high moment of area and
bending stiffness. Conventional mechanical bending methods
have shown no success to date. 3-point bending, for instance, generates high tensile stresses that exceed the foam failure strength
and cause immediate failure [9]. Similarly, hydroforming was
shown to cause excessive densification [10]. Therefore, an alternative bending method is needed that does not exert mechanical
forces.
Laser forming has been investigated as an alternative bending
method, since it is a noncontact method that does not require partspecific molds. The process is considered an economic option for
low to mid production volumes because it can be used to form
arbitrarily sized parts into a wide range of geometries without a
mold. Laser forming has been studied extensively for sheet metal
forming, and many aspects have been investigated, such as strain
rate effects [11] and process synthesis considerations [12].
Within the last decade, several research groups have attempted
laser forming of metal foam and reported positive results. Experiments have been conducted with open-cell foams [13], closed-cell
foams [14], and closed-cell foams with outside skin [15], each
case showing that bending angles up to 45 deg are feasible. The
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reported experimental work involves parametrical studies, in
which bending angles have been measured for a range of different
processing parameters, such as power, spot size, scan speed, and
cooling methods. Moreover, the process has been studied for a
range of metal foam properties, such as densities, pore sizes, and
sheet thicknesses. Additionally, issues related to microstructure
[16] and heat treatments [17] have been addressed, and some predictive capabilities have been developed [14,18,19].
From the aforementioned work, a rather complete picture
emerges about the processing window that is required for metal
foam laser forming, and some rudimentary numerical capabilities
have been developed. However, the existing work has three essential shortcomings.
First, none of the previous studies have addressed the underlying bending mechanism in sufficient detail. So far, it has been
assumed, without experimental proof, that the temperature gradient mechanism (TGM), identified by Vollertsen [20] for sheet
metal laser forming, is always the governing bending mechanism
in metal foam laser forming. While this assumption has been
experimentally confirmed from a thermal standpoint [21], metal
foam does not meet the requirements of TGM from a mechanical
standpoint, as discussed in Sec. 2.
Second, previous studies have observed the existence of a maximum bending angle [13,15], but no comprehensive discussion of
the reasons for the limiting behavior has been made. Also, the
cited studies failed to address the impact of laser-induced imperfections, which occur during large-bending angle experiments, on
the mechanical performance of the foam.
Finally, the cited experimental work is limited to bending angle
measurements, and thus the existing numerical models have only
been validated via the bending angle [14,19]. Additionally, the process has never been simulated up to large bending angles, and no
comparison between models of different geometries has been done.
A step toward addressing the last issue was recently accomplished by measuring the transient temperature distributions in
metal foam, using an infrared camera [21]. The obtained results
were used to validate three numerical models with different levels
of geometrical accuracy. In this study, the efforts from Ref. [21]
were extended to the analysis of the mechanical aspects of laser
forming. This was done by experimentally validating the numerical strain distributions using digital image correlation (DIC).
Additionally, the bending mechanism was revisited by comparing
metal foam laser forming with steel sheet laser forming, as well as
4-point bending. From the similarities and differences, a modified
temperature gradient mechanism (MTGM) has been proposed.
Finally, the limiting behavior of metal foam was investigated,
both experimentally and numerically, by determining the extent of
cell collapsing near the top surface, and monitoring the crack formation on the bottom surface. The impact of both of these imperfections on the foam crushability and structural integrity was
investigated.

2

Background

2.1 Metal Foam Mechanics and Deformation. Metal foam
shows fundamentally different deformation behaviors in tension
and compression. In tension, the material can undergo only a
small amount of plastic deformation and has a low strength. In
compression, on the other hand, the stress–strain curve can be
divided into three distinct stages, as shown in Fig. 1. Initially, the
stress increases linearly with strain, then transitions to a large
“plateau” where cells collapse, followed by an exponential
increase after the foam is fully compressed. Due to the wide plateau, the area under the stress–strain curve is large, explaining
why metal foam is an excellent energy absorber.
Metal foam bending involves a combination of tensile and compressive deformation. Compared to solid material, metal foam has
a very large bending stiffness S, which is defined as the resistance
of the material to bending deformation and is denoted by
041004-2 / Vol. 140, APRIL 2018

Fig. 1 Uniaxial compressive stress–strain data (engineering)
of four compression specimens (curves 1–4) made with the
same metal foam that was used in this study [22]. The
stress–strain curve can be divided into three segments: (1) a
linear regime, followed by (2) a plateau where cell crushing
occurs and a large amount of energy is absorbed, followed by
(3) foam densification. Due to their crushability, metal foams
can withstand much lower compressive stresses than solid
metals.
Table 1 The moment of area (about z 5 0) of a metal foam with
89% porosity is 43.4 times higher than the area moment of a
solid with the same cross-sectional area. As a consequence,
metal foam has a much higher bending stiffness.

S¼

B1 EI
l3

(1)

where B1 is a scaling factor that is boundary and loading condition
dependent, E is Young’s modulus, I is the moment of area, and l
is the beam length [3]. The reason is that the moment of area of
the foam is more than an order of magnitude greater than the
moment of area of a solid with the same net cross-sectional area
(Table 1), where I is calculated via
I¼

ð s0 =2

z2 yðzÞdz

(2)

s0 =2

where s0 is the sheet thickness and y(z) the net section width at
height z. Thus, the combination of high bending stiffness and low
tensile strength explains why mechanical bending of metal foams
is prohibitively difficult.
Unlike solid material, which is, in most cases, assumed to be
incompressible, metal foam can yield due to deviatoric stresses as
well as hydrostatic stresses. Assuming isotropic behavior, the
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yield surface is a closed symmetric ellipsoid with aspect ratio a,
and the yield criterion involves both von Mises’ equivalent stress
re and the mean stress rm [23]
"
F¼

1



r2e
2

1 þ ða=3Þ

þ

a2 r2m



#1=2
Y 0

(3)

where Y is the uniaxial yield strength. When F < 0, the material
behavior is elastic, and when F ¼ 0, plastic deformation occurs
pursuant to the following flow rule:
e_ pij ¼

Y_ @F
H @rij

(4)

where e_ pij is the plastic strain rate and H is the hardening modulus
defined as


re
re
H ¼ hr þ 1 
(5)
hp
^
^
r
r
where hr and hp are the tangent moduli in uniaxial and hydrostatic
^ is the equivalent stress that is
compression, respectively, and r
equal to the first term in the yield criterion (Eq. (3)).
2.2 Bending Mechanism. The thermo-mechanical bending
mechanisms underlying laser forming are currently only well
understood for solid materials [20]. For metal foam laser forming,
it has thus far always been assumed, without experimental proof,
that the TGM is the governing bending mechanism.
Temperature gradient mechanism was introduced by Vollertsen
[20] for sheet metal laser forming, and it governs the scenario
where a steep temperature gradient develops across the thickness
of the workpiece. The material immediately below the laser spot
heats up and tries to expand, but is restricted by the “cold” surrounding material. Instead of being able to expand, the material
point becomes plastically compressed. This phenomenon occurs
along the entire scan line, making the material shorter on the top
surface and bending the workpiece toward the laser.
From a heat transfer standpoint, experiments have confirmed
that steep temperature gradients develop across metal foam during
laser forming [21], and thus the prerequisites for TGM are met.
When investigating the mechanical aspects of laser forming, however, it becomes questionable whether TGM is valid for metal
foam for several reasons.
First, the “shortening” that occurs in TGM via the formation of
plastic compressive strain does not seem possible in metal foam,
due to its crushability. The reason is that unless metal foam is in
the densification stage, its yield strength is less than one 60th of
the yield strength of the solid metal it is made of, since its fragile
cell walls crush when subjected to large compressive stresses.
A second argument that puts TGM in question is the low tensile
strength of metal foam. Even though TGM postulates that bending
is mainly caused by compressive strains on the top surface, some
tensile deformation occurs near the bottom surface as well. Solid
metal can plastically deform in tension and thus accommodate the
tensile deformation. Metal foam, on the other hand, can undergo
only a small amount of plastic tensile deformation and fractures
shortly beyond the linear elastic regime [24]. Thus, bending via
TGM should cause an immediate fracture in metal foam. Hence,
the traditional TGM does not fully capture the foam response during laser forming and needs to be revisited.
2.3 Numerical Simulations. The metal foam geometry was
modeled using two different approaches shown in Fig. 2, with
details explained in Ref. [21]. In the first model, “equivalent”
model (used in Secs. 4.1–4.3), a solid geometry with equivalent
foam properties, was used. In the second model, “Kelvin” model
(used in Sec. 4.4), the foam geometry was modeled explicitly,
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 2 Two approaches were used to model metal foam. In the
first (equivalent) model, shown in (a), a solid geometry was
used and equivalent foam properties were assigned. In the second (Kelvin) model, shown in (b), the foam geometry was
explicitly modeled, and solid aluminum properties were
assigned. The cavity geometry was approximated by a Kelvincell geometry.

approximating the cavity geometry by a Kelvin-cell geometry,
and assigning solid aluminum properties. The simulation was carried out using uncoupled thermo-mechanical analyzes, whereby
the output of the thermal analysis was used as a predefined field
for the mechanical analysis. While this study exclusively discusses the mechanical aspects of the simulation, a detailed investigation of the thermal aspects may be found in Ref. [21].
In the equivalent model, the constitutive behavior was modeled
using the equations introduced in Sec. 2.1, making two major
assumptions: (1) the yield surface is symmetric, which has been
verified for a similar metal foam [23], and (2) hardening occurs in
an isotropic manner. The latter assumption is not valid for large
deformations due to the fundamentally different responses of
metal foam in tension and compression. Since the tensile strains
are small compared to the compressive strains, the induced errors
are small. In the Kelvin model, the constitutive behavior was
modeled using von Mises’ yield criterion and the Levy–Mises
flow rule.
The foam’s mechanical behavior at large bending angles was
simulated using the equivalent model. The cell crushing behavior
of the foam was modeled in an average sense, by calculating the
volumetric plastic strain rate e_ m from the flow rule (Eq. (4)), using
the expression [23]
e_ m  e_ pii ¼ h

a2^e_
2

1 þ ða=3Þ

i

rm
^
r

(6)

^ that can be
where ^e_ is the work conjugate strain rate of r
^_ =H. The volumetric strain rate can also be writexpressed as ^e_ ¼ r
_
where R is the relative density and R_ is the relaten as e_ ii ¼ R=R,
tive density variation rate. Integrating this equation gives the
current relative density R
 ð

(7)
R ¼ R0 exp  e_ ii dt ﬃ R0 expðDeii Þ
where R0 is the relative density at the previous time increment
and Deii are the logarithmic “true” strain increments in all directions [25]. Equation (7) was then used to calculate the relative
density distributions at a cross section of the foam.
The simulations were implemented in ABAQUS, and densification
calculations were performed in MATLAB. Multiscan simulations
were performed on the Stampede supercomputer provided by
Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment [26].
Quadratic elements C3D20 were used for the equivalent model,
and linear tetrahedral elements C3D4 were used for the Kelvin
model. A y-symmetry boundary condition was used that set displacements in the y-direction (U2) and rotations about the x- and
APRIL 2018, Vol. 140 / 041004-3
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z-axes (UR1, UR3) equal to zero. Furthermore, the displacements
in x and z (U1, U3) were restricted at two vertically aligned points
on the symmetry surface. Rotations about the y-axis (UR2) were
not restricted.
The thermal properties were used from Ref. [21]. The
temperature-dependent thermal expansion coefficient ath(T) of the
foam was assumed to be identical to that of the corresponding
solid and was extracted from Ref. [27]. Temperature-dependent
Young’s modulus E(T) was obtained for solid AlSi11 [28] and
converted to foam using relations given in Ref. [29]. The elastic
and plastic Poisson’s ratios t and tp were obtained from Refs. [23]
and [29], respectively. The flow stress rf was obtained from Ref.
[22], and the temperature dependence was adapted from solid aluminum data [27]. The compressive yield stress ratio r/pc was estimated based on Ref. [23].
Steel sheet forming simulations were performed using the
model in Ref. [11]. 4-point bending simulations were based on Ubend simulations developed by Brandal and Yao [30]. The loading
block and supports were defined as rigid shells, and a general contact interaction, with zero friction, was used. Loading was exerted
by vertically displacing the loading block.

3

Experimental Procedures

Closed-cell Al foam was used, with 7 wt % silicon, a volume
fraction of 11.2%, and a density of 279 kg/m3. The foam was manufactured employing a melt-foaming method that used TiH2 as a
foaming agent and calcium to increase the viscosity of the liquid
aluminum. Slitting cutters and end mill tools were used to cut test
specimens to a length, width, and thickness of 100 mm, 35 mm,
and 10 mm, respectively.
Laser forming experiments were performed using a continuouswave Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm. All the
experiments were performed using a spot size of 12 mm, and the
specimens were positioned below the focal plane to ensure that
the laser intensity does not increase inside cavities (Fig. 3(a)). The
specimens were clamped at one end using rubber pads to provide
thermal insulation. Nitrogen was used as a protective gas to avoid
oxidation, and in between successive scans, the specimen was
allowed to cool to room temperature to prevent heat accumulation
effects. The bending angle was determined by measuring the vertical deflection with a dial indicator.
The specimens were scanned underneath the laser using a six
degrees-of-freedom St€aubli RX-130 robot. Two representative
processing conditions were contrasted with (power, scan speed) of
(90 W, 5 mm/s) and (180 W, 10 mm/s), respectively. The line

energy LE ¼ P/v was kept constant, since constant LE experiments reveal several aspects of the physical behavior of metal
foam and allow for a meaningful comparison with numerical simulations as has been shown in Ref. [31].
Digital image correlation was used to determine the strain distribution on the bottom specimen surface in between consecutive
laser scans (Fig. 3(b)). The DIC experiments were performed by
spray-painting the bottom specimen surfaces white and subsequently applying a black speckle pattern. A digital camera with a
resolution of 2448  2048 pixels was used to take images of the
speckle pattern after each laser scan. To achieve the best resolution of about 100 lm, it was ensured that the speckle sizes corresponded to 3–5 pixels on the digital camera [32,33]. The
commercial DIC software VIC-2D from correlated solutions was
used to calculate the Lagrangian strain fields from the digital
images, which were subsequently converted to the logarithmic
“true” strain fields. All the strains were computed in the tensile
direction (eyy). Several calibration tests were performed to ensure
that the results were independent of variables such as the subset,
stepsize, seed placement, and incremental correlation. An example of a processed image is shown in Fig. 3(b), representing a
strain distribution (eyy) at a bending angle of 45 deg.
To avoid strains induced by out-of-plane rotations [34], the
strain was only extracted on the clamped half of the specimen
above the bending axis (Fig. 3(b)). To minimize the impact of
local inhomogeneities, the data were averaged over the entire
specimen width and a distance of 5 mm from the bending axis.
Standard errors were calculated over all individual pixels within
that area.
The laser forming strain distributions were compared with
strain distributions in 4-point bending experiments. 4-point bending tests were performed pursuant to a combination of ASTM
standards D7249 and C1341. The data were averaged over a rectangle similar to laser forming, and was also corrected for strains
caused by out-of-plane displacements [34].

4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Bending Mechanism. In Sec. 2, it was predicted that
metal foam is unable to develop the compressive strains central to
the traditional TGM, due to its crushability and low compressive
strength. Laser forming experiments revealed two aspects of the
foam behavior that spoke in favor of this prediction. First, no matter how low within the processing window the laser power was
chosen, localized melting of thin cell walls was unavoidable. As

Fig. 3 (a) Experimental setup. The laser was scanned in x-direction. The bottom specimen surface was spray-painted white with a black speckle pattern. Digital images were taken in between
consecutive laser scans. (b) Example strain distribution (eyy, Lagrangian strain) on the bottom
surface of a laser formed specimen at a bending angle of 45 deg. The strain was only extracted
on the clamped half of the specimen above the bending axis to avoid effects related to out-ofplane rotations [34].
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Fig. 4 Section of the top surface of the specimen on the laser scan line (a) before laser forming, (b) after 1 scan, and (c) after 10 scans at 90 W and 5 mm/s. Even at this low power, localized
melting of thin cell walls occurred, marked in white. Melting started after the first scan and progressed with each consecutive scan, forming u-shaped trenches in the cell walls and reducing
the amount of compressible material. Melting stopped once the thickness of the remaining cell
wall sections increased.

shown in Fig. 4, melting initiated at the first laser scan and progressed with each successive laser scan. Thin cell walls started
melting from the top surface, forming u-shaped trenches that
deepened until either the entire cell wall was melted away, or the
cell wall thickness increased. If metal foam bending indeed
occurred due to plastic compressive strains, melting would drastically impede bending, because it reduces the amount of compressible material. Experiments have shown the contrary, however,
implying that plastic compressive strains cannot be the major
cause of bending. The second aspect is that cell wall bending
occurred close to the bending axis (Fig. 5), clearly indicating that
the cell walls are unable to withstand high compressive stresses.
An alternative explanation is that metal foam bending is mainly
caused by tensile stretching near the bottom surface instead of
compressive deformation on the top. To investigate this hypothesis, the tensile strain eyy (determined via DIC) was compared for
laser forming and 4-point bending (Fig. 6). eyy is the strain resulting from a combination of cell collapsing and cell wall deformation. In laser forming, eyy indeed grew substantially larger than in
4-point bending, due to heat-induced softening. However, while
the maximum eyy in laser forming was around four times greater
than in 4-point bending, the maximum bending angle was greater
by a factor of 7. Therefore, eyy did not grow proportionally to the
bending angle; hence, tensile stretching cannot possibly account
for all of the bending deformation.
Numerical results confirmed that tensile stretching is not the
driving force of the bending deformation. Figure 7(d) shows the
ratio of the compressive top surface strain to the tensile bottom
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 5 Cross section of a foam specimen after five laser scans
at 180 W and 10 mm/s. The laser was scanned into the page.
The white arrows show where cell walls were bent during laser
forming, indicating that the foam cannot withstand high compressive stresses.

surface strain for metal foam laser forming, steel sheet laser forming, and 4-point bending (models shown in Figs. 7(a)–7(c)). The
equivalent model was used for the simulation of metal foam,
which was experimentally validated in Refs. [21] and [35]. In all
cases, the strains were extracted at the bending axis. For foam and
steel laser forming, the ratio was averaged over 10 scans and two
typical conditions [foam—(90 W, 5 mm/s; 180 W, 10 mm/s),
steel—(400 W, 25 mm/s; 800 W, 50 mm/s)], to obtain a most
APRIL 2018, Vol. 140 / 041004-5
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Fig. 8 Relative density distribution after a single scan at 180 W
and 10 mm/s. The baseline relative density is 0.112, and a relative density of 1 indicates complete densification. Densification
occurred throughout the top 80% of the foam, leaving only a
small tensile region on the bottom surface. Therefore, laser
forming shifts the neutral axis downward, and deformation is
dominated by compressive shortening.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the tensile strain (eyy) on the bottom surface (determined via DIC) in 4-point bending and laser forming
(at 180 W and 10 mm/s). eyy is the strain resulting from a combination of cell collapsing and cell wall deformation. Standard
errors are shown, calculated over all the pixels of the averaged
areas (see Sec. 3). In 4-point bending, the strain increased
exponentially before a catastrophic failure, whereas in laser
forming there was a stable linear strain growth with increasing
bending angle. Laser forming yielded a larger maximum eyy, due
to heat-induced softening, yet eyy did not grow proportionally to
the bending angle, and hence tensile stretching cannot be the
main cause of bending.

representative value. For 4-point bending, the ratio was averaged
over all the bending angles until the experimental failure angle.
The results in Fig. 7(d) clearly show that; whereas compression
and tension contributed equally in 4-point bending, compressive
deformation was the major cause of bending in laser forming.
Interestingly, metal foam and steel sheet laser forming nearly
yielded the same ratio, implying that the compressive
“shortening” on the top surface should be identical in both metal
foam and steel.
Numerical relative density distributions at a cross section, calculated after a single laser scan at 180 W and 10 mm/s (Fig. 8),
allow a similar conclusion to be drawn. The baseline relative density is 0.112, and a relative density of 1 indicates complete densification. The densified (compressed) region stretched over the top
80% of the foam, leaving only a small expanded (tensile) region
on the bottom. Therefore, laser forming seems to shift down the

Fig. 7 Strain distributions (eyy) in (a) metal foam during 4-point bending, (b), metal foam during laser forming, and (c) a steel
sheet during laser forming. (d) Ratio of top surface (compressive) strain over bottom surface (tensile) strain at the bending axis,
calculated for all three simulations. In 4-point bending, bending was equally caused by compressive and tensile strains. In laser
forming, the large ratios indicate that compressive deformation was the main cause for bending.

041004-6 / Vol. 140, APRIL 2018
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neutral axis and limits the amount of tensile deformation occurring, unlike in 4-point bending (Fig. 7(a)), where the neutral axis
lies midway through the thickness (assuming small bending
angles).
The findings in Figs. 4–8 allow only one explanation: cell wall
bending and cell crushing in metal foam laser forming, observed
in Fig. 5, is equivalent to plastic compressive strains in steel sheet
laser forming.
Using that insight, the bending mechanism of metal foam can
be revisited. Metal foam develops steep temperature gradients
across its thickness and thus meets the thermal prerequisites of
TGM [21]. Similar to solid metal, bending is mainly achieved via
compressive deformation, and tensile deformation near the bottom
surface only occurs to accommodate the “shortening” on the top
surface. The reason for its “shortening” near the top surface, however, differs from conventional TGM. Unlike solid sheet metal,
which develops plastic compressive strains, metal foam shortens
due to cell wall bending and cell collapsing. Moreover, metal
foam does not immediately undergo a tensile fracture on the bottom surface due to heat-induced softening, as well as a downward
shift in the neutral axis that limits the amount of tensile deformation. Since metal foam still meets most of the requirements set by
TGM, this revised bending mechanism may be called MTGM.
4.2 Bending Limit. For laser forming of solid sheet metal,
several studies reported that the bending increment decreases with
increasing laser scans [36,37]. In laser forming of metal foam, a
similar limiting behavior was observed at two different processing
conditions, (high—180 W; 10 mm/s) and (low—90 W; 5 mm/s),
shown in Fig. 9. In the experiment, as well as the simulation, the
rate of change of both the bending angles and tensile strains
decreased with an increasing number of scans and eventually
approached zero, indicating that there is a maximum achievable
bending angle.
In solid metals, the limiting behavior can be attributed to
increases in the sheet thickness, strain hardening on the bottom
surface, and variations in the laser absorption due to coating
removal and heat-induced surface discoloration [36,37]. In metal
foam, on the other hand, thickening does not occur, and neither
does strain hardening on the top surface, since the flow stress
remains constant until densification. Tensile strain hardening on
the bottom surface only occurs to a small extent because metal
foam can only undergo limited amounts of plastic tensile deformation. Variations in the laser absorption do occur in metal
foams, since cavities crush and rotate with increasing bending
angle, but they are not significant enough to be the major cause of
the bending limit. Similarly, melting ceases after a few laser scans
and cannot be responsible for the limit either.
Therefore, the bending limit must be caused by a phenomenon
that does not occur in sheet metal laser forming, which is cell
crushing and the subsequent densification. Densification increases
the amount of material away from the central axis of the foam,
and hence increases its moment of area, rendering the foam stiffer.
Simultaneously, both Young’s modulus [29] and the flow stress
[1] of the foam increase exponentially with its relative density, as
shown in


2

1  qf =qs
Ef

¼
Es
1 þ ð2  3ts Þqf =qs

(8)


3
qf 2
qf
rf
 0:3 /
þ ð1  /Þ
rs
qs
qs

(9)

where Ef ; rf ; and qf are the Young’s modulus, yield strength,
and density of the foam, respectively, and Es ; rs ; and qs are the
corresponding solid properties. ts is the Poisson’s ratio of the
solid, and / is the percentage of solid material at cell intersections, which was assumed to linearly increase with foam density.
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 9 (a) Experimental and (b) numerical bending angles and
tensile strain data (eyy) at large bending angles. “High” refers to
the condition 180 W 10 mm/s, “low” refers to 90 W 5 mm/s.
Standard errors are shown for the strain results, calculated
over all the pixels of the averaged area (see Sec. 3). In both the
experiment and the simulation, the bending angle and strain
plots leveled off at a large number of scans. In the numerical
simulation, the limit at 180 W and 10 mm/s was reached at a
larger bending angle, since the model did not consider melting,
as well as changes in the moment of area, laser absorption and
thermal conductivity with increasing densification.

These equations show that densification stiffens the foam even
further and reduces the amount of plastic deformation. Densification also increases the thermal conductivity, as is shown by [3]
 1:8
 1:65
qf
qf
kf
< <
qs
ks
qs

(10)

where kf and ks represent the foam and solid thermal conductivities, respectively. As a consequence, the heat diffusion away
from the top surface increases, thereby reducing the amount of
thermal expansion and plastic compressive deformation. Hence,
densification is the main reason for the bending limit in metal
foam laser forming.
From the results in Fig. 9, it is apparent that (180 W; 10 mm/s)
yielded a higher maximum bending angle than (90 W; 5 mm/s).
The reason is that, for an increased power and speed (at
LE ¼ const.), heat has less time to dissipate, thus increasing the
temperature rise, thermal expansion, and plastic compressive
APRIL 2018, Vol. 140 / 041004-7
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Fig. 10 Comparison of numerical data before and after correcting for density dependence. Without correction, both the bending angle and strain increment decreased only slightly with
increasing scans, induced by tensile strain hardening on the
bottom surface. After incorporating density-dependent variables, a distinct limiting behavior could be observed.

“shortening” close to the top surface [21,31]. Hence, more densification is required to stop the plastic compression from occurring.
Numerical results confirm the above reasoning. Without
accounting for densification effects, the bending and strain increment only slightly decreased with increasing laser scans in
Fig. 10, whereby the decrease was caused by tensile hardening on
the bottom surface. When calculating the density as a field variable using q ¼ q0 eðeii Þ (from Eq. (7)) and incorporating density-

dependent Young’s moduli and flow stresses from Eqs. (8) and
(9), both the bending and strain increment decreased much more
quickly, and the resulting corrected results agreed better with the
experimental trends. Therefore, simulations confirmed that
densification-induced changes in the material properties are the
major cause of the bending limit.
While the numerical results agreed with the experimental
results at 90 W and 5 mm/s, they overestimated the bending angle
at 180 W and 10 mm/s, and simultaneously underestimated the
tensile strain on the bottom surface. Several approximations in the
model led to this error that only became significant at large bending angles and higher powers/speeds. First, melting was neglected,
which relaxes stresses in the material and thus reduces the amount
of bending. Second, the model failed to account for changes in the
moment of area, owing to its solid geometry. Finally, since it is an
uncoupled analysis, the model did not account for changes in the
laser absorption, as well as densification-induced changes in the
thermal conductivity, k, whose impact can become significant at
large bending angles. This problem could be mediated by using a
coupled thermo-mechanical analysis, but doing so currently renders the simulation too CPU-intensive to study laser forming at
large bending angles.
4.3 Impact of Laser Forming on Metal Foam Performance.
Bending deformation in metal foam laser forming is achieved by
introducing irreversible plastic deformation, which, as was shown
previously, manifests itself mainly through cell crushing and some
tensile deformation. This plastic deformation may affect the performance of metal foam as a crash absorber and structural member.
In this section, it is demonstrated that the impact of laser-induced
imperfections is negligible until large bending angles are reached.
A first type of laser-induced imperfections is crack formation
near the bottom surface. Some thin cell walls, which have

Fig. 11 Bottom surface of a specimen scanned at 90 W and 5 mm/s at bending angles of (a)
1 deg, (b) 11.6 deg, and (c) 16.3 deg. Due to some naturally occurring stress concentrations,
microcracks already occurred at low bending angles of 1 deg. As the bending angle became
larger, those microcracks increased in size, and new microcracks formed ((b) and (c)). However,
the microcracks remained isolated from each other at this stage and thus hardly affected the
structural integrity of the foam.
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Fig. 12 (a) Foam specimen at a bending angle of 45 deg, after being laser formed at 180 W and
10 mm/s, with a cross section shown in (b). At large bending angles, the isolated cracks on the
bottom surface grew larger and started to coalesce, shown in (a). In close proximity to the bending axis, cells at the top surface were crushed significantly, shown in (b), but the foam was still
far away from complete densification.

naturally occurring stress concentrations, while also being favorably aligned with the bending direction, can form microcracks
already at low bending angles of 1 deg (Fig. 11(a)). More microcracks form with increasing bending angles (Figs. 11(b) and
11(c)), but they are small in size and remain isolated from each
other. Once the bending angle approaches 45 deg, the cracks grow
and start coalescing, forming a more visible crack (Fig. 12(a)).
The impact of those micro and macrocracks on the structural
strength of metal foam can be determined by analyzing its fracture
behavior. Sugimura et al. [38] and Mccullough et al. [39] showed
that metal foam does not fracture in a “clean” manner. Instead, the
cellular structure makes crack propagation rather tortuous, and
major cracks in the foam are always preceded, and accompanied
by, small side cracks. Therefore, even in the presence of microcracks, metal foam is still far away from complete failure, unlike
a typical brittle material, in which the smallest crack can initiate a
catastrophic failure.
Further insight can be obtained by evaluating the J-value,
which is defined as the decrease in potential energy due to the
growth of an incremental crack length, Da [40]. Figure 13 shows
the J-integral resistance curve obtained by Sugimura et al. for a
similar foam [38]; comparable results were obtained by Mccullough et al. [39]. The exact crack length, up to which the Jintegral resistance curve is reliable, depends on the precise specimen geometry, particularly the distance that is available for crack
growth as per ASTM E813-89. Regardless of the geometry, however, the J-curve in Fig. 13 shows a clear tendency to increase
with crack length, unlike for brittle materials, where the J-curve
describes a horizontal line beyond an unstable crack length [41].
Therefore, the microcracks observed in Fig. 11 hardly reduce the
crack resistance, and even large cracks do not entirely remove the
structural integrity of the foam.
While the aforementioned fracture analysis applies to mechanically fractured aluminum foam, it can be shown that the fracture
behavior of laser-formed metal foam is even less of concern. Figure 14 shows a comparison between the fracture surfaces in 4point bending and laser forming. Whereas the fracture surface in
4-point bending contained a mix of rough ductile dimples and
clean brittle surfaces with sharp edges, the material on the laser
formed fracture surface appears to have been pulled toward the
right side, and thus has undergone a substantial amount of plastic
deformation before fracture. Hence, the fracture in laser forming
was much more ductile, due to a heat-induced reduction of the
flow stress, which explains why laser forming yielded much larger
tensile strains eyy in Fig. 6. This result further emphasizes that the
structural integrity of laser formed metal foam, even more so than
untreated foam (in Fig. 13), is hardly affected by microcracks
until large bending angles are reached.
The second type of imperfection introduced by laser forming is
cell crushing, first discussed in Fig. 5, and now shown intensified
at a large bending angle in Fig. 12(b). In order to determine the
impact of cell crushing on the foam crushability, the changes in
Journal of Manufacturing Science and Engineering

Fig. 13 Resistance curves determined using the J-integral
method, ASTM 813-89, for a closed-cell foam with a very similar
composition and porosity [38]. The white and black data points
represent two test specimens. Unlike in a brittle material, where
the JR-value would be horizontal beyond an unstable crack
length, it keeps on increasing in metal foam, indicating that the
foam fracture toughness is maintained even as the crack grows
larger. Therefore, microcracks do not lead to an unstable fracture, and even larger cracks do not completely remove the
structural integrity of the foam.

the relative density at large bending angles were analyzed, shown
in Fig. 15. Even at a bending angle of 45 deg, the maximum relative density achieved was 0.271, which is far away from complete
densification of R ¼ 1. Figure 15 further shows that the compressed area is highly localized around the bending axis, which is
also the case in the experiment (Fig. 12(b)). Therefore, while cell
crushing does to an extent reduce the compressibility of metal
foam, it occurs in a highly localized manner, and to a degree that
does not severely hamper the performance of metal foam as a
crash absorber.
4.4 Alternative Numerical Models. So far, the numerical
simulations were performed using a solid geometry model, which
was found to induce errors due to its inaccurate laser absorption
[21], as well as its inability to model changes in the moment of
APRIL 2018, Vol. 140 / 041004-9
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Fig. 14 Fracture surfaces in (a) mechanically fractured and (b) laser formed metal foam specimens. The fracture surface in (a)
consists of a mix of dimples and clean surfaces with sharp edges, indicating a mix of ductile and brittle fracture. The material
on the surface of (b), on the other hand, appears to have been stretched severely, indicating a more ductile fracture.

Fig. 15 Relative density distribution at a bending angle of
45 deg. The baseline relative density is 0.112, and a relative density of 1 indicates complete densification. The densified region
was highly localized around the bending axis. Over a small area
close to the top surface, the relative density increased by a factor of 2.5, which is still far away from complete densification.
Foam expansion occurred close to the bottom surface, coinciding with the region where cracks appeared in Fig. 12(a).

area with increasing bending angle. These issues can be remedied
by explicitly modeling the foam geometry.
Figure 16 shows the bending angle predictions of a Kelvin
model for 8 laser scans, in comparison with the equivalent model
predictions and the experimental data. The high and low conditions again refer to (180 W; 10 mm/s) and (90 W; 5 mm/s), respectively. On the one hand, the Kelvin model yielded results that
more closely matched with the experimental values, due to its
improved geometrical accuracy. On the other hand, the model still
overestimated the bending angle at 180 W and 10 mm/s, since it
did not account for melting, as well as changes in the laser absorption with increasing bending angle (due to using an uncoupled
analysis). Also, the model geometry was too simplified to accurately predict crack initiation sites or cell wall bending.
A more accurate geometry can be obtained by “randomly” dispersing unit cells of different sizes throughout the model geometry, as was done by De Giorgi et al. [42] and Roohi et al. [19] for
low- and high-density foams, respectively. However, the
“random” dispersion of the cells still follows systematic algorithms, and the unit cell geometry remains highly simplified.
In order to obtain genuine randomness, a micro-CT based
“voxel” model could be used. From a thermal standpoint, it has
already been shown that the voxel model can yield good results
[21]. Figure 17 demonstrates that the voxel model can also be
041004-10 / Vol. 140, APRIL 2018

Fig. 16 Bending angles predicted by the Kelvin model in comparison with the predictions of the equivalent model and the
experimental values. Standard errors are shown for the experimental data. Due to its superior geometrical accuracy, the Kelvin model yielded results that were closer to the experimental
results. Nevertheless, the model still overestimated the bending
angle, particularly at the high condition (180 W, 10 mm/s), since
it did not account for melting, as well as changes in the laser
absorption (due to using an uncoupled modeling approach).

used to model the mechanical response of the foam, showing the
thermal strain distribution during a laser scan at 90 W and 5 mm/s.
Due to its geometrical accuracy, particularly its capacity to model
even thin cell walls, the voxel model could potentially be used to
predict early-stage cracking and cell wall bending.
Despite these advantages, it is often not worth going to the great
lengths of using a voxel model, since the modeling technique
comes along with several disadvantages. First, each voxel model
represents only one particular metal foam specimen, and it
becomes necessary to generate a new voxel model for each specimen if a high level of accuracy is desired. Second, due to its
extremely large number of elements, the CPU intensity increases
dramatically, and the specimen size that can be modeled is limited. Due to these significant drawbacks, the equivalent and Kelvin models are in most cases adequate to model the metal foam
response during laser forming, despite their limited geometrical
accuracy.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 17 Thermal strain distribution in a micro-CT based “voxel” model during a laser scan at 90
W and 5 mm/s. The downward deformation represents the initial counter-bending that occurs
during the laser scan. The voxel model has a higher level of geometrical accuracy, which could
potentially be used to predict crack-initiation sites and cell wall bending.

5

Conclusions

In this study, the mechanical response of metal foam during
laser forming was investigated. Metal foam was found to undergo
compressive shortening via cell wall bending and cell crushing
near the irradiated surface, as opposed to compressive plastic
strains that occur in laser forming of solid sheet metal. Based on
this deviation from the traditional TGM, a MTGM was proposed.
From bending angle and strain measurements (determined via
DIC), it was found that the achievable bending angle is limited,
which can be attributed mostly to densification-induced changes
in the thermal conductivity, material stiffness, flow stress, and
moment of area. At bending angles around 45 deg, crack formation and cell crushing were observed. It was shown, however, that
these cracks do not negatively impact the structural integrity of
the foam, and the extent of the cell crushing has a minor impact
on the foam crushability, since the foam remains far away from
full densification and the densification is localized.
Numerically, the mechanical response of metal foam was modeled using an equivalent model, which captured the experimental
trends despite using a highly simplified geometry. Alternative
modeling approaches using different explicit foam geometries
were discussed.
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